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Abstract
This paper studies single-peaked domains where the designer is uncertain about
the underlying alignment according to which the domain is single-peaked. The underlying alignment is common knowledge amongst agents, but preferences are private
knowledge. Thus, the state of the world has both a public and private element, with
the designer uninformed of both. I first posit a relevant solution concept called implementation in mixed information equilibria, which requires Nash implementation in the
public information and dominant strategy implementation in the private information
given the public information. I then identify necessary and sufficient conditions for
social rules to be implementable. The characterization is used to identify unanimous
and anonymous implementable social rules for various belief structures of the designer,
which basically boils down to picking the right rules from the large class of median rules
identified by Moulin (1980), and hence this result can be seen as identifying which median rules are robust to designer uncertainty.
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Introduction

Consider the following situation: a group of people, say voters, need to select an alternative,
say a political party, amongst many that are available to them. An independent authority is
established to determine what the selection rule should be i.e. what alternative to select based
on the preferences of each person in the group. In many such situations, it is reasonable to
assume that the agents, probably after much discussion amongst themselves, have a common
concern, such as national defence. They would each have some ideal amount of national
defense spend in mind, which would correspond to their “peak”, and they would find any
amount farther away from this peak less attractive than amounts that are closer to it. This
captures their preference over the alternatives. In evaluating the parties based on their
position on how much to spend on national defense, the voters thus find themselves having
“single-peaked preferences” over them. This basically means that if a party proposes a spend
closer to a voter’s peak, the voter will like it more.
First introduced by Black (1948), single-peaked domains were studied extensively by
Moulin (1980). Since then, the literature has studied them in the context of some properties
of rules that seem quite natural: first, everybody should find it optimal to report their true
preference regardless of what the others say they prefer, second, if everyone agrees on an
alternative, then that should be chosen, and third, every agent should be ex-ante equal.
These are the properties of strategy-proofness, unanimity, and anonymity, respectively. A
nice class of rules - the median rules - satisfy these conditions, and in fact only they satisfy
these conditions. Essentially such rules pick the median of the n reported peaks and n ´ 1
fixed “phantom peaks”, using an exogenous underlying alignment according to which the
preferences of the agents are known to be single-peaked. Each median rule can be uniquely
identified by these n ´ 1 “phantom peaks”. Moulin (1980) also showed that an even more
general characterization of rules - which Sprumont (1995) terms min-max rules - can be
obtained if one drops anonymity.
However, in this analysis it was important to assume that the underlying alignment according to which everyone evaluates the alternatives is known to the authority. In many
situations, this may not be reasonable since the authority may not be privy to such information. For example, when the legislature sets up a committee to decide funding for a
program, it is quite likely that the committee members will arrive at a common concern after
discussions, and then vote for the optimal funding based on that concern. But it is unlikely
that the legislature would know the specific concern beforehand. It would then be prudent
to set up a rule that accounts for this uncertainty. It may even be the case that priorities
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that produce such alignments amongst voters changes drastically over time. Witness the remarkable realignment in the United States Democratic Party’s position on race, from being
anti-abolitionist in the 19th century to passing the Voting Rights Act in the 20th century. It
is reasonable to expect that long-lasting rules be designed keeping such shifting alignments
in mind. Applications also extend to similar settings in auctions, regulation and a variety of
other domains.
The objective of this paper is to identify social rules that will be robust to the designer’s
uncertainty about the underlying ordering. In particular, we would like to relate this to
Moulin’s class of median rules. Given m alternatives and n players, his median class contains
`m`n´2˘
rules for each possible underlying alignment. Clearly a designer then faces a problem
n´1
of plenty, and we would like our results to help her in identifying which of these will have this
additional property i.e. the property of being robust to uncertainty about the underlying
ordering.
In order to achieve this objective, it is imperative to first formalize what this robustness
notion should be. Note that the information of each agent can be split into two - a public
state, which is the underlying alignment, and a private state, which is his own preference. The
state of the world then is composed of an alignment that is in the support of the designer’s
belief and a profile of preferences that is single-peaked according to this alignment, and
any SCF picks an alternative for each state. Given the mixed information nature of our
setting, we posit a suitable solution concept for implementation of SCFs. With respect to
the underlying alignment, which is common knowledge amongst the agents, we require Nash
implementation. Then, given that the underlying alignment is being truthfully revealed, we
require implementation in dominant strategies with respect to the private information i.e.
their preferences.
Of course, applying our solution concept directly to rules is cumbersome, and hence first
we must obtain a characterization of this concept in terms of easy-to-check conditions on
social rules. By the first requirement, implementable SCFs will be strategy proof for states
that share the same alignment. By the second, they will have to satisfy a condition that
we called shared-monotonicity, which requires that across two states that share a preference
profile, the SCF must choose the same outcome at that profile. This is due to the lower
contour sets of agents matching exactly for agents with such preferences across the two
states, which leads to Nash equilibria in one state being Nash equilibria in the other. These
conditions, with no veto power, also turn out to be sufficient.
This characterization enables us to carry out our original objective - identify robust
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unanimous and anonymous SCFs. In fact, this objective had a greater role in inspiring the
kind of solution concept that we use than may be apparent from the deductive narrative we
have laid out so far. The axioms characterizing the solution are such that adding unanimity
and anonymity implies that implementable SCFs, fixing an alignment from the set of all
alignments that the designer believes plausible, must be Moulin’s median rules. We can then
check which median rules satisfy the additional conditions imposed by implementability for
some interesting belief structures of the designer. This then enables us to cleanly answer
some of the question of robustness within Moulin’s class that inspired us. In fact, this will
form the bulk of our study. The most important of these is the case when the designer
believes that the preferences may have been generated by any possible alignment - in this
case, only the true median rule, i.e. the rule that picks the median of the reported peaks
of the agents, survives the demanding notion of implementability. We also derive results for
other interesting forms of designer uncertainty.
We are not aware of any paper that studies settings in which the state of the world has
both public and private elements. In that sense, our setting is novel. There are papers that
look at domains which feature multiple single-peaked domains devoid of any asymmetry in
information between the designer and the agents about the alignments, such Reffgen (2015).
Another related strand of literature studies single-peaked preferences on multi-dimensional
domains, as in Barberà et al. (1993), Border and Jordan (1983), and Heal and Chichilnisky
(1995).

2

Model

The environment is the tuple pN, X, P, µq where N :“ t1, ..., nu is a set of n agents, X is a
finite set of alternatives, P is the set of all strict alignments over X, and µ is a non-degenerate
probability distribution over P. We assume n ě 3.
The agents in this setting have single-peaked preferences according to some alignment in
the support of µ 1 , and this alignment is common knowledge amongst them. µ represents the
designer’s belief over which possible alignment could be underlying the agents’ preferences.
The preferences of agents are private knowledge, i.e. unknown to both other agents and the
designer.
Throughout this study, we will attempt to derive results that do not depend heavily on
1

Note that any alignment and its exact reverse, for example a ą b ą c and c ą b ą a, produce the same
single-peaked domain, and hence are equivalent for our purposes. All claims pertain to this equivalence class.
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the specific prior the designer has. This will be achieved by working with only the support
of the prior, so that our results will be robust to small changes in the probability assigned
to the alignments in the support of the prior.
We assume wlog that the message space of each agent i in any mechanism must be of the
form Mi “ Li ˆ K where Li is allowed to be any arbitrary space, and K Ď P ˆ P contains
elements of the form pą, Pi q where Pi is single-peaked according to ą.
Definition 1. A mechanism is the tuple pM, gq where M “ pMi qiPN is the message space
and g : M Ñ X assigns an outcome to each message profile.
Let Θ denote the set of all states. Then, for any state θ P Θ, we can represent it as
θ “ pąθ , pPiθ qiPN q, where ąθ is an alignment in the support of µ and represents the public
state while Piθ represents the private state of agent i. The tuple pPiθ qiPN identifies a profile
of preferences that is single-peaked according to the public state.
Definition 2. A social choice function f : Θ Ñ X assigns an alternative to each state θ.
Finally, we formally define the solution concept that we set forth in the introduction.
The idea is simple and intuitive - we require Nash implementation in the public component
and dominant strategy implementation in the private component of the state given truthful
reporting of the public component. Essentially, Nash implementation in the public component ensures nobody has an incentive to unilaterally misreport the common ordering. Then,
given the common ordering is being reported truthfully, dominant strategy implementation
ensures that the private preferences are also reported truthfully.
Definition 3. A mechanism pM, gq implements a social choice function f in mixed information equilibria if for every state θ “ pąθ , pPiθ qiPN q there exists a message m˚ “ pli˚ , ąθ
, pPiθ qiPN q such that gpm˚ q “ f pθq and we have:
1. Nash implementation in public information:
• for all i,
1

1

1

θ
qq Riθ gppli , ą , Pi q, pl´i , ąθ , P´i qq
gpm˚i , pl´i , ąθ , P´i
1

1

for all pli qiPN , for all pą , Pi q P K
• if m̄ is a Nash equilibrium and m̄i “ p¯li , ą̄i , Piθ q for some p¯li , ą̄i q, then gpm̄q “
gpm˚ q
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2. Dominant strategy implementation in private information given truthful public state
reporting: for all i,
1

1

1

gpm˚i , pl´i , ąθ , P´i qq Riθ gppli , ąθ , Pi q, pl´i , ąθ , P´i qq
1

1

1

for all pli qiPN , for all Pi , for all P´i , with strict preference for some pl´i , ąθ , P´i q
A social choice function f is said to be implementable in mixed information equilibria
if there exists a mechanism that implements it.
To further expand on this definition, the first condition of Nash implementation requires
that agents not be able to unilaterally deviate along both private and public dimensions
while the second ensures that the equilibrium message is the unique Nash equilibrium with
respect to the public state. This ensures that the public state is conveyed accurately to
the designer. Then, the second condition says that given this public state, we must have
dominant strategy implementation in the private state.

3

Implementable choice functions

The primary motive of this study is to understand the nature of choice functions which
can be implemented by the designer in this context. Clearly the definition above of implementability is onerous to check in practice. The obvious first step then would be to arrive
at a characterization in terms of some properties that can be directly verified for choice
functions, and this is indeed the step we take. Then, we can apply these properties directly
to the choice functions to identify which of them satisfy these properties.
Our first result will be to identify necessary and sufficient conditions for SCFs to be
implementable in mixed information equilibria. In order to state the result, a few notions
will be required.
Denote by fą the SCF f restricted to tθ “ pą, P qu where P is allowed to be any profile
of preferences that is single-peaked according to ą.
Definition 4. The SCF fą is strategy-proof if for every preference Pi that is single-peaked
1

1

according to ą, either fą pPi , P´i q Pi fą pPi , P´i q or fą pPi , P´i q “ fą pPi , P´i q for all deviating
1

preference reports Pi and for all preferences of the other agents pP´i q.
1

Definition 5. The SCF f is shared-monotonic if for all pairs of alignments ą, ą such
1

that there exists a profile of preferences P that is single-peaked according to both ą and ą ,
1

f pą, P q “ f pą , P q.
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Definition 6. The SCF f satisfies no veto power (NVP) if for all θ “ pą, P q such that
Pi p1q “ a for all but one agent, then f pθq “ a.
Before we present the theorem, let us try to intuitively understand why these conditions
are relevant to the notion of implementability. Consider any implementable SCF. By the
dominant strategy requirement of implementation, we must have strategy-proofness of fą
for all ą in the support of the designer’s belief. Hence the necessity of strategy-proofness is
obvious. Moreover, if a message is a Nash equilibrium at a state θ, it will continue to be a
Nash equilibrium for states which share the profile of preferences in θ, since the lower contour
sets coincide exactly for each player across the states. So if two different alignments generate
some common set of single-peaked preferences, whenever these preferences are held by agents,
the outcomes must also be exactly the same. By the requirement of Nash implementation
in the public information, we must then have shared-monotonicity.
It turns out that these two conditions, along with NVP, are also sufficient for any SCF
to be implementable. We use a fairly standard mechanism to show this. Agents are asked to
report the state i.e. an alignment and a preference single-peaked according to that alignment,
and also their preferred alternative and an integer. If at least N-1 agents agree on the
alignment, then that alignment is fixed as the public state. If not, the agent reporting the
highest integer gets his preferred alternative.
Theorem 1. If a social choice function f is implementable in mixed information equilibria,
then fą is strategy-proof for all ą in the support of µ, and f is shared-monotonic.
Conversely, if a social choice function f is such that fą is strategy-proof for all ą in the
support of µ, f is shared-monotonic, and f satisfies no veto power, then it is implementable
in mixed information equilibria.

4

Implementability of unanimous and anonymous
rules

Now, after identifying the right solution concept and the right set of tools to check for it,
we turn towards identifying what implementable rules actually look like. Recall that our
motivation was to apply robustness requirements on Moulin (1980), looking at unanimous
and anonymous rules. This classic paper led to the characterization that a rule is strategyproof, unanimous and, anonymous if and only if it is a generalized median rule. These rules
have an intuitive and appealing visual representation. First, place the alternatives on a
7

line left to right according to the underlying alignment. Then, place n ´ 1 “phantom top”
on the alternatives on the line - each generalized median rule is associated with a unique
placement of these phantom tops. Given any profile of preferences of the agents, identify
each agent’s most preferred alternative, or “top”, and mark them on the line. The outcome
of the generalized median rule is the median of these n agent tops and the n ´ 1 phantom
tops.
Part of the appeal of these properties lies in their normative nicety. If all the agents
like the same alternative, it would be quite reasonable for a social rule to assign them that
alternative. Equality amongst the agents as well is a fairly standard requirement. The
intuitive nature of the generalized median rules also adds to the appeal of these properties,
since in essence they are tied to these rules by the characterization. However, importantly,
the class of generalized median rules is vast. In fact, if we have m alternatives and n agents,
`
˘
his result gives us m`n´2
rules to choose from. Our results will be able to identify which
n´1
of these will be robust to designer uncertainty in the underlying alignment.
At this point, we should be more specific by what we mean by designer uncertainty. We
assume that the designer has some belief over the possible alignments according to which the
domain of agents’ preferences is single-peaked. The result in the previous subsection identifies
general conditions on implementable SCFs. The strength of these conditions, of course, is
dependent on the kind of belief that the designer has. Varying her belief will vary the type
of SCFs that will be implementable. In order to be robust to changes in belief probabilities,
we work with the support of the belief i.e. the designer only uses information about the
alignments that she places a positive probability on, and not the specific probability that
she places on them.
It will also be useful to state Moulin’s result here, since we will draw on it later.
Theorem 2 (Moulin (1980)). In a single-peaked domain, a social choice function is strategyproof, anonymous and unanimous if and only if it is a generalized median rule.
A generalized median rule specifies n ´ 1 “phantom” voters who each vote for a given
alternative regardless of the preferences of the agents. The rule chooses the median of the
n most-preferred alternatives of the agents and these n ´ 1 phantom votes. An example is
shown in Figure 1 - note that P1 and P2 are the top preferences of the agents and F1 is the
fixed phantom vote that identifies the rule.
For us, the following definitions of unanimity and anonymity will be applicable.
Definition 7. Let P p1q identify the most preferred alternative in P , also called its peak. The
8

Figure 1: Moulin’s generalized median SCF.
SCF f is unanimous if for all preference profiles pPi q such that Pi p1q “ a for some a P X
and for all i P N , we have f pą, P q “ a.
Definition 8. The SCF f is anonymous if for all preference profiles pPi q and for all bijective
functions σ : N Ñ N , we have f pą, pPi qq “ f pą, pPσpiq qq.
Since implementable SCFs must be strategy-proof for each ą, it is clear that adding
unanimity and anonymity implies that implementable SCFs must have some median rule for
each fą . A slightly more subtle point relates to the property of no veto power. Consider
what happens when there are no phantoms of a median rule at one of the two extreme ends.
Then, one can always construct a profile where a single agent would indeed have a veto - for
example with all but one agent having their top preference at the end without a phantom.
At the same time, having at least one phantom on both ends ensures that there is no veto
at any profile.
Observation 1. If an anonymous and unanimous SCF f is implementable, then fą must be
a median rule for all alignments ą in the support of µ. It satisfies no veto power if and only
if each fą places at least one phantom on the extreme ends of ą. We call such SCFs no
veto projected median SCFs (NVPMS).
We present five results here, progressing in a natural way over possible beliefs of the designer. First, suppose the designer places positive probabilities over exactly two alignments,
each of which is the reverse of the other. We may think of this as a good starting point,
since the single-peaked domains produced by each alignment is exactly the same.
´1

Observation 2. Let ą̂

denote the alignment where the ordering of alternatives of ą̂ is
´1

exactly reversed. If supppµq “ tą̂, ą̂ u for some ą̂ P P, then any NVPMS with fą̂ “ fą̂´1
is implementable.
When the designer is dealing with such a belief, any report of preference profiles could
have been produced by either of the alignments. Shared-monotonicity then kicks in with full
9

Figure 2: An NVPMS. Note that the three alignments that the designer believes possible
are acb, abc, and bac. The green arrows represent position of the phantoms.
force - it must be the case that the SCFs chosen for each alignment must then be exactly
the same.
This leads us to ask whether there might be cases where shared-monotonicity might have
no bite at all. Indeed, whenever the two sets of single-peaked preferences for two alignments
are disjoint, shared-monotonicity is satisfied vacuously, and we have the following result.
Proposition 1. Let Dą be the set of all preferences that are single-peaked according to ą. If
1

for all ą, ą P supppµq, Dą X Dą1 “ H, then any NVPMS is implementable.
This is a very permissive result, since it gives a free hand to the designer to choose any
median rule for each alignment, as long as it places at least one phantom on both ends of
each alignment.
We would quite naturally be interested to know the circumstances under which the designer would be much more constrained than this in her choices. Consider then the case
where the designer is uncertain entirely about the underlying alignment, that is, she places
a positive probability over every possible alignment in P. This would be the case when the
designer wants her mechanism to robust to any possible underlying alignment, for example
when designing a voting system where the voters may end up having any common concern,
or even any change in the alignment over time.
The result for such a belief structure requires a few notations, which we present before
the theorem.
Definition 9. Given |A| “ 3, we call an SCF a symmetric order-statistic SCF if for
any alignment ą P tabc, bca, cabu where a, b, c P X, f ą places k phantoms on the leftmost
alternative and pn ´ 1q ´ k on the rightmost alternative, with 1 ď k ď pn ´ 2q. Note that in
alignment abc, a is the leftmost alternative and c is the rightmost alternative.
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Figure 3: A symmetric order-statistic SCF. Note that for each alignment, the phantoms are
at the ends and in the same pattern across alignments.

Definition 10. Given n is odd, we call an SCF a true median SCF if @ ą P supppµq, fą
chooses the median of the reported peaks of the agents.

Figure 4: A true median SCF. Note that all the phantoms must be equally distributed at
the two ends.
Theorem 3. Suppose supppµq “ P and |A| ě 3. Then
1. If |A| “ 3, then an SCF is implementable if and only if it is a symmetric order-statistic
mechanism.
2. If n is even and |A| ą 3, then there are no implementable SCFs.
3. If n is odd and |A| ą 3, then an SCF is implementable if and only if it is the true
median mechanism.
The surprising thing about this result is how it picks a handful of median rules from
˘
`
the vast class identified by Moulin. From m`n´2
possible rules, these have been whittled
n´1
down to just 1 when we have m ą 3 and n is odd. What this means is that if the designer
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actually has some (possibly very small) non-zero belief over all possible alignments, she should
choose the true-median so that she can have this additional bulwark of implementability in
mixed information equilibria. This result (and others in this study) can thus also be seen
as identifying special mechanisms within the class of median rules, so that designers can be
assisted in choosing from within it.
Let us now try to address what happens when we do not have the full support, but there
are still alignments with common preferences in their single-peaked domains. Because a
general characterization is bound to be messy, we consider an important special case.
Definition 11. Let Tą,ą1 “ tx P X | x “ P p1q for some P P Dą X Dą1 u. We say that the
1

belief µ has constant shared peaks if Tą,ą1 “ T for all ą, ą P supppµq, where T Ď X is
a fixed subset of the set of alternatives.

Figure 5: A set of alignments that have constant shared peaks. All preferences that are
shared across these alignments have peaks on the red colored alternatives.
In this case, as we show in a lemma that we use to prove our theorems, the shared peaks
must be a contiguous subordering of each alignment, so one can imagine these tops as being
lumped together in the same order, and then the other alternatives moving around to the
left and right of this lump to generate the entire support. For such beliefs, there is a fairly
large possibility result.
Proposition 2. Suppose µ has constant shared peaks. Then T is a contiguous subordering of
each alignment in supppµq. Denote this subordering by R. An SCF is implementable if it is
1

a projected median mechanism that, given any ą, ą P supppµq, places
1

1. the same number of phantoms before and after R for both ą and ą
1

2. at least one phantom on either end of both ą and ą

1

3. the same pattern of phantoms on R for both ą and ą
12

Proposition 2 admits an interesting corollary. Suppose |supppµq| “ 2. In this case,
regardless of which alignments are part of supppµq, either the two alignments share a given
set of preferences or they do not. Thus, the premise of the proposition is met, and we can
identify implementable SCFs. |supppµq| “ 2 includes practically important situations such as
when the designer is uncertain just about the relative alignment of two adjacent alternatives.
Finally, we show that if we impose a fairly weak additional assumption, we again get a
very permissive result. Dutta and Sen (2012) Dutta and Sen (2012) introduced the concept
of a “partially honest” agent, who strictly prefers to reveal the true state as long as he is not
worse off.
Definition 12. An agent i is partially honest if given that ą̂ is the true underlying alignment,
1

1

and m, m are such that mi “ p , ą̂, q and it is not the case that gpm qPi gpmq, then he
strictly prefers to send m.
They show that having just one partially honest agent can make it possible to Nash
implement SCFs that satisfy only No Veto Power, doing away with the otherwise necessary
Maskin Monotonocity requirement. Unsurprisingly, this assumption is strong in our setting
as well - in the presence of just one partially honest agent, we are able to implement a very
large class of SCFs, regardless of the belief structure.
Proposition 3. Let |supppµq| ě 3. Suppose that at least one agent is partially honest. Then,
any NVPMS is implementable.

5

Discussion

The primary innovation of this paper is the study of a setting in which the state of the
world has public and private components, with the designer being uninformed about both
components and agents informed of the public state and their own private state. Settings
like this merit practical interest, since not all information available to an agent can be
neatly bucketed into either something only privately observed or only publicly observed.
The solution concept that we use is relevant for our specific case, but there may be others
or generalizations of the same which could lead to interesting results.
We focus on the single peaked domain since our interest is in answering questions related
to robustness when the designer is not certain about the underlying alignment of the domain. Our general result on implementation in mixed information equilibria, which involves
Nash implementation in the public component and dominant strategy implementation in
13

the private component, identifies necessary and sufficient conditions on SCFs for them to
be implementable. This is in and of itself useful in practice, since these conditions can be
directly checked and it can be verified whether the SCF can be implemented.
It is for anonymous and unanimous rules that we go further and identify implementable
SCFs. Fixing the public part of the state i.e. the underlying alignment, implementability necessitates that the SCF behave as a Moulin generalized median mechanism. Implementability
could also impose further constraints on which median mechanisms these can be, depending on which alignments are possible. For some sets of alignments, there are no additional
constraints imposed, while if the set of alignments is the set of all possible alignments, then
only one median mechanism is admissible for each alignment. This is how we answer the
robustness questions - depending on which alignments the designer thinks are possible, she
can identify which SCF she should choose from all of Moulin’s median mechanisms.
A more general question to tackle in this setting would be to identify the structure of
unanimous implementable rules. As alluded to earlier, it is known that unanimous strategyproof rules must be “min-max” rules, and the same questions of robustness to designer
uncertainty can be asked about these rules. Here our choice was to investigate the generalized
median rules since they have an intuitive visualization and also because anonymity is a fairly
standard normative requirement. The literature post Moulin (1980) has also focused a great
deal on median rules for similar reasons.
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Appendices
A

Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. Let f be an implementable SCF, and let pM, gq be the mechanism
that implements it.
1

1

Let ą be an alignment in the support of µ. Fix an agent i. Let Pi , Pi and P´i be
arbitrary preferences single peaked according to ą. Then, there exists an m˚ such that
1

1

˚
, ą, P´i q, and gpm˚q “ f pą, Pi , P´i q. Also, there exists an m˚˚
m˚i “ pli˚ , ą, Pi q, m˚´i “ pl´i
1

1

1

1

˚˚
˚˚
˚˚
˚˚
such that m˚˚
i “ pli , ą, Pi q, m´i “ pl´i , ą, P´i q, and gpm q “ f pą, Pi , P´i q. By dominant
1

1

˚˚
˚
,ą
, ą, P´i qq Ri gppli˚˚ , ą, Pi q, pl´i
strategy implementation in private information, gpm˚i , pl´i
1

1

1

1

, P´i qq, which implies gpm˚ qRi gpm˚˚ q, and hence we have f pą, Pi , P´i qRi f pą, Pi , P´i q. Since
1

1

Pi and P´i were arbitrary, this means that fą is strategy-proof.
1

Let pą, P q and pą , P q be two states that share preferences. Let m˚i “ pli˚ , ą, Pi q be the
1

implementing message in state pą, P q and m˚˚ in pą , P q. We must have that deviating with
respect to the underlying alignment leads to some outcome in the lower contour set for each
1

agent i. Then, at state pą , P q as well deviations from m˚ will lead to some outcome in the
1

lower contour set for each agent i, and hence m˚ will be a Nash equilibrium at pą , P q. By
1

Nash implementation in public information, f pą, P q “ gpm˚ q “ gpm˚˚ q “ f pą , P q.
For the other direction, let f be such that fą is strategy-proof for all ą in the support of
µ, f is shared-monotonic, and f satisfies no veto power. Consider the following mechanism:
• Mi “ N ˆ X ˆ K for all i, where N is the set of natural numbers.
• if messages are of the form mi “ pli , xi , ą, Pi q for all except at most one agent i.e. at
least n ´ 1 agents agree on the alignment, gpmq “ f pą, P q.
• if not, select the agent with the lowest index amongst those sending the highest natural
number, say j. gpmq “ xj .
To verify dominant strategy implementation in private information, note that given ą, truthtelling is a dominant strategy since fą is strategy proof. Unilateral deviations along N ˆ X
do not change the outcome. To verify Nash implementation in public information, note first
that unilateral deviations for the alignment do not change the outcome. Second, if all but
one agent i report the same alignment but i reports a different alignment, we can have a
Nash equilibrium in the public information only if the outcome chosen is the best alternative
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for all agents but i. But then, by NVP, this outcome coincides with f pą, P q. Finally, if
all agents report a different alignment, by shared-monotonicity the outcome is the same as
f pą, P q.
1

Lemma 1. [Consistency] Suppose ą and ą are such that Dą X Dą1 ‰ H. Let Tą,ą1 “ tx P
X | x “ P p1q for some P P Dą X Dą1 u. Then the following hold
1. |Tą,ą1 | ě 2.
1

2. Let Tą,ą1 “ tx1 , x2 , ..., x|T | u. Then x1 , x2 , ..., x|Tą,ą1 | are adjacent in both ą and ą , and
1

they are in the same order in both ą and ą 2 .
1. Note that Tą,ą1 ‰ H. Let x P Tą,ą1 . Then, D P P Dą X Dą1

Proof of Lemma 1.

1

1

such that x “ P p1q. Let y “ P p2q. Consider a preference P such that P p1q “ y and
1

1

P p2q “ x and P piq “ P piq @ i ą 2. Since this change continues to make the new
ordering single-peaked with respect to whatever P was single-peaked according to, we
1

must have P P Dą X Dą1 . Since this implies y P Tą,ą1 , we are done.
2. Let x, y P Tą,ą1 such that in ą, t lies between x and y for all t P Tą,ą1 . Now, let z P X
1

be in between x and y in ą. Let us check where z will be in ą . Suppose it is not in
1

between the two. Without loss of generality, let it be to the left of both x and y in ą .
Since y P Tą,ą1 , D P P Dą X Dą1 such that y “ P p1q. By single peakedness, zP x in ą
1

1

but xP z in ą , which is a contradiction. Thus, z must be in between x and y in ą as
well.
It is straightforward to show by a similar argument that if both z1 and z2 are in between
1

x and y in ą, then the four must be in the same order in ą as well. Thus, the order
1

between x and y is preserved across ą and ą .
1

Now, let z be next to x in ą and between x and y. Since x P Tą,ą1 , D P P Dą X Dą1
1

2

2

2

such that x “ P p1q. Consider a preference P such that P p1q “ z and P p2q “ x
2

1

2

and P piq “ P piq @ i ą 2. We must have P P Dą X Dą1 . In this manner, z P Tą,ą1
for all z in between x and y, which proves our hypothesis.

1

Lemma 2. [Symmetry] Suppose ą and ą are such that Dą X Dą1 ‰ H. Let x, y P Tą,ą1 be
such that x and y are adjacent to each other, with x before y. Then, fą and fą1 must have
the same number of phantoms with tops on or before x.
2

We reiterate that an alignment and its exact reverse are equivalent for our purposes, so this statement
and the rest in this paper should be considered up to these equivalence classes.
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Proof of Lemma 2. Let Px P Dą X Dą1 denote the preference with x at top and Py P
Dą X Dą1 denote the preference with y at top. For any k, l P t0, 1, ..., nu such that k ` l “ n,
we must have that reports of k number of Px and l number of Py preferences must lead to
1

the same outcome across ą and ą . If the number of phantoms before x were not the same
across the two alignments, this would not be possible.
Proof of Theorem 3. Since Lemma 2 establishes that Symmetry is necessary, we first
show that everything but the order statistic mechanisms with odd agents will violate Symmetry and, for |A| ą 3, we show that all except the true median will violate it. Then we
show that for these surviving mechanisms, NVP is necessary. Showing that the surviving
mechanisms satisfy Symmetry and NVP completes the proof.
Our first claim is that phantoms cannot be placed on the interior for any alignment,
where interior of an alignment is anything not at the two ends. Suppose the median SCF
chosen for some alignment, say ą, contains phantoms in the interior. Select one alternative
in the interior which has a phantom on it, and call it y. Let the alternative to the left of
it be x and the one to its right be z. Suppose there are k phantoms on or before x, and l
1

phantoms on or before y. By assumption, k ă l. Consider the alignment, say ą , with z
pulled to the left of x, but everything else in the same position. Since we have full support,
1

this alignment is in the support of µ. Clearly, ą and ą share preferences with tops at x
1

and y. Thus, there must continue to be k phantoms before x in ą . Consider the alignment,
2

say ą , with y and z interchanged in ą, with all other alternatives at the same position. ą
2

2

and ą share preferences with tops at y and z, so after y in ą , we must have l phantoms.
1

2

1

Now, note that ą and ą share preferences with tops at x and z. Before x in ą , we have
2

k phantoms but after x in ą we have at least l (since y is to the right of x), which is a
contradiction.
Second, we claim that the number of phantoms must be the same on both ends for all
alignments when |A| ą 3. Suppose the median SCF chosen for some alignment, say ą,
contains k phantoms at the left end. Let a, b, c, d be the first four alternatives in ą, in that
1

order. Consider the alignment, say ą , with a, d, b, c as the first four alternatives, in that
1

order, and the rest the same as ą. Clearly, ą and ą share preferences with tops at b and
1

2

c, so ą must have k phantoms on a. Consider the alignment, say ą , with c, b, a, d as the
1

2

first four alternatives, in that order, and the rest the same as ą. Clearly, ą and ą share
2

1

preferences with tops at a and d, so ą must have k phantoms on c. Now, note that ą and
2

ą share preferences with tops at a and b, so in ą, there must be k phantoms on the right
end. Thus, we have ruled out everything but the true-median.
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Now, we note that No Veto Power (NVP) is also a necessary condition for the surviving
mechanisms under full support. In the class of order statistics mechanisms, a mechanism
does not satisfy NVP if for some ą, the SCF chosen for ą has all phantoms placed on one or
the other side. Suppose such a ą exists and without loss of generality, let all phantoms be on
the left end. Let a, b, c be the first three alternatives in ą. Consider a profile of preferences
1

with n ´ 1 peaks at a and b, and 1 peak at c (call this agent i). Consider a ą where c, a, b
1

are the first three alternatives and everything else is the same as ą. By Symmetry, ą must
1

also have all the peaks at c. Then, by misreporting to a preference ą with top at c, agent i
can profitably deviate.
We close by noting that the true median and the symmetric order statistic mechanisms
satisfy both NVP and Symmetry. Consider the true median mechanism. For any pair of
alternatives, Symmetry is satisfied by definition since the number of phantoms is the same
on both ends of every alignment. For any profile of preferences with n ´ 1 them on the same
alternative, this alternative must be chosen since there will be at least one phantom on each
end. Consider the symmetric order statistic mechanism. For any pair a, b, they are shared
across exactly two alignments, and in the same order. Thus, symmetry is guaranteed. NVP
follows by the fact that they have at least one phantom on either side.
Proof of Proposition 2. This follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 2. Note that Consistency implies that the shared tops must be a contiguous subordering of each alignment in S,
and Symmetry then implies parts 1. and 3. of the proposition. 2. is a consequence of NVP,
as noted earlier.
Proof of Proposition 3. Consider the following indirect mechanism M: each agent sends
a message mi “ pąi , Pi , fi , zq such that ąi P P, Pi P Dąi , fi is a median SCF, and z is an
integer. Let xi be the top of Pi .
1. If at least N ´ 1 agents send ąi “ą˚ , run any median mechanism Mc satisfying No
Veto Power (NVP) using ą˚ as the underlying alignment and xi as the peaks, and
2. otherwise, choose the agent with the lowest index agent, say j, amongst those sending
the largest integer in their message, and run the median mechanism Mj dictated by
fj and ąj , using xi as the peaks.
Suppose all agents send ą̂ as part of their message. Then, Mc is run using the correct
alignment and all the equilibria are the same as a strategy-proof, unanimous, and anonymous
direct mechanism. Deviations in reporting of ąi do not lead to a change in the outcome,
and hence they cannot be profitable.
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1

Suppose all agents send ą ‰ ą̂ as part of their message. Since there exists an agent with
preference for honesty, this agent will deviate to sending ą̂ since that doesn’t change the
outcome, and hence this cannot be an equilibrium message profile.
1

2

Suppose there are two alignments ą and ą sent by the agents. Consider two cases:
Case 1 : The true peaks of all but one agents are at the same alternative, say a. If
1

at least one of the agents with the true peak at a sends an alignment ą while the
2

1

others send ą ‰ą , then the agent with the true peak not at a can deviate to some
3

1

2

ą R tą , ą u and get his true peak selected.
1

Suppose instead that all the agents with the true peak at a send the same ą and the
2

1

remaining agent sends ą ‰ą . Note that for such a message to be a Nash equilibrium,
it must be that a is the outcome, since if some b ‰ a is chosen, then, one of the agents
3

1

2

with peak at a can deviate to report some ą R tą , ą u and get a chosen, which
is a profitable deviation. By NVP, the alternative chosen in the dominant strategy
equilibrium of Mc under knowledge of ą is a as well.
Case 2 : If the true peaks of fewer than N ´ 1 agents are the same, then there will be
at least two agents who do not get their preferred alternative. At least one of these
agents can profitably deviate by sending a larger integer and a different alignment ą

3

(along with the appropriate fj ) to get his preferred alternative given the messages of
others.
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